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OBJECTIVES: To analyse the longitudinal changes in visual acuity and risk factors for recurrence or development of choroidal
neovascularisation (CNV) in eyes with acute or chronic central serous chorioretinopathy (CSCR).
METHODS: This was a retrospective, multicentric, longitudinal, observational study done in patients with a diagnosis of unilateral or
bilateral CSCR and having at least 4 years of follow-up between the years 1999 and 2020. Kaplan–Meier curves were used for
assessing cumulative risks. Multivariate logistic, linear and cox regression models were used for risk factor analyses. The trend in
visual acuity, cumulative risks of recurrence and CNV formation was analysed.
RESULTS: A total of 117 out of 175 eyes (66.8%) had stable or improvement in vision at last follow-up, while 24 eyes had more
than/equal to 3 line loss of vision. Four eyes (7.7%) with acute CSCR at initial presentation developed features of chronic CSCR at the
final presentation. Thirty-seven eyes had recurrence during the follow-up with a 10-year cumulative recurrence rate of around 30%.
On Cox proportional hazard regression analysis, history of previous treatment and male gender (p= 0.03) were associated with a
lower risk of recurrence. Twenty-four developed de novo CNV by the end of follow-up and higher age (p= 0.001) and a higher
number of recurrences (p= 0.05) were associated with a higher risk of early de novo CNV formation. The cumulative 10-year CNV
development rate was 17.4%.
CONCLUSION: A non-temporal relationship between acute and chronic CSCR was seen. Previous treatment, smoking and baseline
RPE abnormality affected recurrence of SRF or CNV formation.
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INTRODUCTION
First described by von Graefe in 1866, central serous chorioretino-
pathy (CSCR) is defined as idiopathic serous macular detachment
due to the collection of sub-retinal fluid (SRF) [1]. It is believed to
be a disease primarily of the choroid that has been demonstrated
with the help of several angiographic and optical coherence
tomography (OCT)-based studies [2–4]. Since its first description, a
multitude of retrospective and prospective studies have emerged
describing the clinical characteristics and management. Patients
often present with variable degrees of visual disturbance and
metamorphopsia [5], and although CSCR is a self-limiting disease
with a good visual prognosis [6, 7], there is a significant proportion
of eyes that demonstrate multiple recurrences and many more
that manifest a persistent fluid despite treatment [8, 9]. These
recurrences and persistence often lead to irreversible vision loss or

morbidity over time. Thus, it is imperative to analyse eyes with
long-term follow-up in order to better understand the basis of
such deviation from the normal course.
Most of the studies describing the long-term follow-ups and

outcomes either date back to the era before OCT or employ a very
small sample size [8, 10]. These works used fluorescein angio-
graphy and focused on the visual outcome and recurrence rates.
However, there are several recent short-term studies that have
described changes in the outer retina, RPE and choroid in CSCR
with the help of multimodal imaging [11, 12]. These changes can
influence the visual and structural outcome of the disease. In
addition to this, treatment of CSCR varies significantly among
ophthalmologists. While the resolution of SRF and improvement in
vision has been seen with these treatments, long-term outcomes
can be variable and have been rarely compared. This study aims at
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analysing the longitudinal changes in visual acuity and imaging
characteristics in CSCR eyes in an attempt to understand the risk
factors that determine the final visual outcome.

METHODS
This was a retrospective, multicentric, longitudinal, observational study
done in eyes with unilateral or bilateral CSCR. It adhered to the tenets of
the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local institutional
review boards or ethics committee. Written consent was taken from all
patients before enrolling in the study. The inclusion criteria were patients
above the age of 18 with no history of ocular surgery or systemic co-
morbidity, having a diagnosis of unilateral or bilateral acute or chronic
CSCR with at least 4 years follow-up. We excluded patients with high
myopia, optic disc pathology and retinal degenerations/dystrophies or
vasculopathies that could affect the imaging characteristics. Eyes that did
not have sufficient documentation of OCT and FFA images were excluded.
A total of 175 eyes 146 patients (106 males and 40 females) were included.
Several demographic parameters such as age, gender, history of steroid
use, smoking, sleep alteration, type of CSCR, previous treatment and
duration of symptoms; and imaging parameters like presence of intra-
retinal fluid (IRF) and SRF, central macular thickness, choroidal thickness,
presence of pachyvessel, double-layer sign (DLS), and RPE alterations were
analysed. Acute CSCR was defined as SRF persisting for less than 4 months
and chronic CSCR was defined for eyes with more than 4 months of
disease [13]. Choroidal thickness was manually measured by using an in-
built calliper tool by drawing a perpendicular vector from the outer edge
of the hyper-reflective RPE to the inner sclera (choroid–sclera junction)
within 500 microns of the fovea. DLS was defined as irregular shallow PEDs
with hypo or hyper-reflective content inner to an intact hyper-reflective
Bruch membrane seen on any horizontal line scan passing through the
fovea and was represented in microns. Recurrence was defined as any
episode of reappearance of SRF on OCT in a particular year, after the
complete resolution, with/without a decrease in vision. A visit with the best
vision in a year was included as a representative visit for that particular
year. In case of recurrence or CNV detection, the first visit with recurrence/
CNV was taken as the representative visit for the year.

Visual acuity
Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) measurements at the baseline and then
every year thereafter were retrieved. For the yearly measurements, the best
visual acuity documented in the year was taken. Visual acuity trends in
eyes that had undergone treatment and managed with observation were
charted separately. Visual outcomes of each treatment modality were also
calculated and compared. Several visual acuity parameters were also
assessed for any possible baseline predictors, using linear and binary
logistic regression analysis.

Recurrence and CNV formation
Binary logistic regression was performed to look for factors affecting
recurrence and CNV development. Rates of recurrence and development
of CNV were also charted using Kaplan–Meier (KM) curves. KM curves for

recurrence were prepared against different treatment modalities sepa-
rately and compared. Cox proportional hazard regression analysis was
performed for recurrence and de novo CNV formation. Binary logistic
regression was also carried out to look for baseline factors affecting the
presence of CNV (pre-existing plus de novo CNV).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was done SPSS statistical software version 20 (SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) and graphs were prepared using GraphPad Prism 9
(GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA). Continuous variables were
reported as mean ± standard deviation. Comparison of baseline and final
values were done using Wilcoxon signed rank test. A p value of <0.05 was
taken as statistically significant.

RESULTS
The mean age of the 146 patients was 52.9 ± 12.5 years (majority
of the patients were Caucasians). Fifty-two eyes were acute and
123 had chronic CSCR at presentation. Twenty-nine patients had a
bilateral presentation. The mean duration of symptoms was 17.9 ±
31.1 months. A total of 94 eyes were managed with observation
only, while 16 were offered focal laser, 5 were offered micropulse,
18 were managed with PDT, 18 were given oral eplerenone, 16
patients received anti-VEGF injections at baseline and eight eyes
received combination therapy. Treatment of CSCR was at the
discretion of the treating ophthalmologist and was based on
angiography findings. Eyes with CNV were either managed with
PDT or anti-VEGF. Four patients (7.7%) out of the 52 eyes with
acute CSCR had features of chronic CSCR at the final presentation
after a mean follow-up of 6.3 ± 3.7 years.

Visual acuity
The mean baseline BCVA was 0.29 ± 0.36 logMAR (Snellen
equivalent 20/40) (0.16 ± 0.19 logMAR for acute CSCR and 0.34 ±
0.40 logMAR for chronic CSCR) and the final BCVA at the end of a
mean of 6.6 ± 3.7 years follow-up was 0.29 ± 0.41 logMAR (Snellen
equivalent 20/40) (p= 0.76) (0.16 ± 0.22 logMAR for acute CSCR
and 0.35 ± 0.46 logMAR for chronic CSCR). While 117 eyes had an
improvement in or stable vision at last follow-up, 24 eyes (4 acute
and 20 chronic CSCR eyes) had more than/equal to 3 line loss of
vision. The baseline visual acuity of eyes that had a decrease in
vision at last follow-up was 0.21 ± 0.27 logMAR, while that of eyes
that gained vision at the last follow-up, was 0.33 ± 0.41 logMAR
(the difference was statistically significant, p= 0.02) (Fig. 1A). The
subset of eyes that lost more than/equal to 3 lines, had a baseline
BCVA of 0.27 ± 0.32 logMAR. On further analysis of this sub-group,
11 eyes had CNV, 3 eyes had multiple recurrences, 2 eyes had
chronic persistence of fluid (2 eyes) and 8 eyes had extensive RPE/
outer retinal atrophy involving fovea. Eyes that underwent

Fig. 1 Trend in visual acuity. Graphs showing the trend in best-corrected visual acuity in A eyes that improved versus eyes that worsened
during follow-up, and B observation versus treatment group (datapoints expressed in mean ± standard error).
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treatment in the first year had greater improvement in visual
acuity (mean decrease in 0.26 logMAR) than those that were
observed (mean increase in 0.11 logMAR) (Fig. 1B). A breakdown
of baseline characteristics of different treatment modalities has
been provided in Table 1.

Recurrence of CSCR
A total of 37 eyes had at least one recurrence during the follow-up
(eight eyes had two or more recurrences). The median time to
recurrence was 3 years (IQR 2–5 years). In eyes with a diagnosis of
acute CSCR at baseline, a total of 9 eyes (17.3%) had a recurrence,
while in eyes with chronic CSCR, 29 eyes (23.6%) had a recurrence.
KM survival predicted that the 10-year cumulative recurrence rate
was around 30% (28.8%) (Fig. 2). KM curve for recurrence was also
plotted for the group who received treatment at baseline versus
those who were observed. Although the 10-year cumulative
recurrence rate for the treatment arm (22.5%) was lower than that
of the observation arm (32.4%), it was not found to be statistically
significant (log-rank test p value= 0.39) (Fig. 2).
The recurrence rate in observation group was 26.6% (25/94),

16.6% (3/18) in medication group, 33.3% (7/21) in laser group,

0.5% (1/18) in PDT group, 12.5% (2/16) in injection group and
none in combination group. The difference in survival curves
among the treatment modalities was not statistically significant.
On Cox proportional hazard regression analysis, factors associated
with a higher survival time were history of previous treatment
(p= 0.05) and male gender (p= 0.03) on univariate analysis. Male
gender (p= 0.03) was the only factor found to be significant in
multivariate analysis.

CNV formation
The mean age of patients in the CNV group was 61.5 ± 10.8 years
(range 38–81 years). Choroidal thickness in these eyes at baseline
was 343.8 ± 76.5 microns. Nine eyes had a CNV at baseline, out of
which eight eyes had stabilised/improved at the end of follow-up.
Twenty-four developed de novo choroidal neovascularisation by the
end of the last follow-up and it included 22 chronic CSCR eyes and
two acute CSCR case. Factors affecting the presence of CNV were
chronic CSCR (p= 0.01), higher age (p < 0.001), smoking (p< 0.001),
sleep/psychological disturbance (p= 0.02), presence of IRF (0.02) and
presence of DLS (p= 0.05). However, on multivariate analysis, only
age (p= 0.01) and smoking (p= 0.01) were found to be significant.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of eyes in under different treatment groups.

Observation Medications Laser PDT Injection Combination

N 94 18 21 18 16 8

Age (years) 52.93 ± 12.57 47.43 ± 11.14 49.775 ± 11.08 54.06 ± 10.31 61.63 ± 11.09 55.38 ± 14.52

History of previous treatment 12 (12.7) 1 (5.5) 2 (9.5) 4 (22.2) 4 (25) 5 (62.5)

Smoking 25 (26.6) 2 (11.1) 1 (4.8) 2 (11.1) 7 (43.8) 1 (12.5)

Steroid use 24 (25.5) 10 (55.5) 4 (19.1) 2 (11.1) 6 (37.5) 3 (37.5)

Sleep/psychological
disturbance

15 (15.9) 2 (11.1) 1 (4.8) 1 (5.5) 6 (37.5) 3 (37.5)

Baseline BCVA (logMAR) 0.22 ± 0.32 0.21 ± 0.29 0.25 ± 0.25 0.34 ± 0.38 0.51 ± 0.44 0.50 ± 0.49

Baseline CMT (microns) 330.79 ± 111.79 341.33 ± 110.29 321.62 ± 131.54 294.73 ± 157.49 397.57 ± 230.03 465.17 ± 265.72

Baseline CT (microns) 344.62 ± 96.93 350 ± 96.03 405.11 ± 80.97 380.27 ± 117.11 330.62 ± 71.42 425.5 ± 93.75

Values in brackets represent percentages.

Fig. 2 Recurrence and choroidal neovascularization (CNV) rates. Kaplan–Meier curve for A overall recurrence, B recurrence in observation
versus treatment group, C recurrence in individual treatment groups, and D de novo CNV formation.
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On KM analysis, the cumulative 10-year CNV development rate
was 17.4%. It predicted that around 75% of the chronic CSCR cases
will not develop a CNV at the end of 20 years. On Cox proportional
hazard regression analysis, factors associated with a higher risk of
early de novo CNV formation were increased age (p= 0.001) and a
higher number of recurrences (p= 0.05). The presence of DLS was
almost significant (p= 0.06) in multivariate analysis.

Imaging parameters
The mean baseline CMT was 375.7 ± 148 microns and the baseline
CT was 354.4 ± 74.8 microns. Mean CMT and CT values at the final
visit were 268.3 ± 176.8 microns and 343.2 ± 109.4 microns,
respectively. A total of 46 eyes (26.3%) had a DLS at baseline, out
of which only 9 had a CNV network at baseline. Focal RPE alteration

was present in 73 eyes, with the remaining 102 eyes having
multifocal alterations. IRF was present in 15 eyes at baseline and a
pachyvessel on OCT could be visualised in 44 eyes. On FFA, multiple
leaks were seen in as many as 123 eyes. Several baseline factors
were evaluated against visual acuity outcomes, recurrence and CNV
formation, using binary, linear and cox regression models and a
summary of the results have been shown in Table 2. Other than
baseline vision, none of the baseline parameters had any predictive
role in the absolute values of final visual acuity (p < 0.001).

DISCUSSION
The study highlighted the structural and functional changes that
occur over time in eyes with CSCR. Among eyes with acute CSCR,

Table 2. Risk factor analyses.

Linear regression against change in visual acuity

Univariate Multivariate

Variable B p value 95% CI OR p value 95% CI

Baseline vision –0.23 <0.001 0.02–0.13 1.03 0.04 1.00–1.06

Persistent CSCR 0.21 0.003 0.07–0.35 0.16 0.02 0.03–0.71

Binary logistic regression against the decrease in vision

Univariate Multivariate

Variable OR p value 95% CI OR p value 95% CI

Age 1.03 0.03 1.00–1.06 1.03 0.05 1.00–1.06

Treatment group
Observation versus laser

0.15 0.01 0.03–0.67 0.16 0.02 0.03–0.71

Duration of follow-up 1.2 0.05 0.1–2.4 1.05 0.26 0.96–1.15

Binary logistic regression on factors against moderate to severe vision loss

Persistent CSCR 3.7 0.02 1.29–10.95 2.88 0.05 1.02–10.26

CNVM 4.11 0.002 1.6–10.1 2.8 0.05 0.97–8.28

Age 1.04 0.04 1.00–1.07 1.01 0.59 0.97–1.05

Duration of follow-up 1.13 0.01 1.03–1.25 1.14 0.02 1.02–1.28

Binary logistic regression on the persistence of fluid

Age 1.04 0.02 1.01–1.08 1.54 0.09 0.92–2.56

Smoking 3.41 0.01 1.36–8.56 2.71 0.05 1.05–7.04

CNVM 2.69 0.05 1.00–7.24 0.15 0.16 0–5.25

Baseline CMT 0.99 0.04 0.99–1.00 1.01 0.57 0.99–1.02

Baseline RPE abnormalities 1.35 0.003 1.11–1.65 2.71 0.05 0.98–7.4

Binary logistic regression on CNVM detection

Chronic CSCR 4.22 0.01 1.41–12.69 2.13 0.22 0.63–7.16

Age 1.08 <0.001 1.05–1.12 1.05 0.01 1.01–1.09

Smoking 1.46 <0.001 1.93–9.53 3.59 0.01 1.43–9.08

Sleep 2.74 0.02 1.15–6.54 2.67 0.06 0.96–7.36

IRF (present/absent) 3.47 0.02 1.66–10.33 1.99 0.28 0.57–7.05

DLS (present/absent) 2.11 0.05 0.97–4.57 1.40 0.46 0.57–3.44

Cox regression on recurrence of fluid

History of previous treatment 0.03 0.05 0.001–1.07 0.001 0.96 0–0.001

Gender 0.19 0.03 0.05–0.84 0.19 0.03 0.05–0.82

Cox regression for de novo CNVM formation

Smoking 3.39 0.02 1.53–7.50 1.95 0.16 0.85–5.46

Age 1.076 0.001 1.04–1.11 1.07 0.001 1.03–1.11

Number of recurrences 1.54 0.04 1.02–2.33 1.69 0.05 1.01–2.87

DLS (present/absent) 2.51 0.02 1.14–5.53 2.29 0.06 0.97–5.46

CSCR central serous chorioretinopathy, CNVM choroidal neovascular membrane, DLS double-layer sign.
Statistically significant p-values are in bold.
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only 7.7% went on to develop chronic CSCR feature after a mean
follow-up of 6.3 ± 3.7 years. We also found a 10-year cumulative
recurrence rate of around 30% and a 10-year cumulative CNV
formation rate of around 20%. A higher age, higher duration of
follow-up and observation had a higher association of vision loss;
history of previous treatment was associated with lower
recurrence; and higher age and higher number of recurrences
were associated with a higher risk of CNV formation.
Acute CSCR has been defined as a neurosensory detachment

that resolves within 4 months of the development of symptoms
[13]. On the other hand, the term chronic CSCR has been
traditionally applied to describe eyes with SRF persisting for more
than 4 months [13]. Almost 30% of the eyes in our cohort had
acute CSCR at presentation. We found that 12 eyes (23.1%) in this
group had long-standing SRF on follow-up. However, Daruich
et al. suggested that it is better to refer to these entities as ‘non-
resolving’ or ‘persistent’ and reserve the term ‘chronic CSCR’ for a
more widespread RPE abnormality with variable outer retinal
damage [13]. Considering this definition, only 4 (7.7%) of the eyes
with acute CSCR at presentation, had features of chronic CSCR at
the final presentation. These findings suggest a non-temporal
relationship between acute and chronic CSCR and that they might
be two different entities altogether. In a recently proposed
classification by the Central Serous Chorioretinopathy interna-
tional group, CSCR was divided into simple and complex based on
the degree of RPE involvement in order to have a better
distinction between the morphological variants [14]. Sub-types
such as bullous CSCR and RPE tears were sub-grouped into
atypical CSCR due to their unpredictable course and poor
prognosis. Although it addressed a lot of controversies related
to the traditional classification, it is yet to be determined whether
this will make it easier to monitor or predict the progression of this
enigmatic disease.
CSCR typically has a good visual prognosis with the recovery of

most visual disturbances after resolution of SRF [6, 7]. However, a
significant subset of eyes develops gross reduction in central
visual acuity even after complete resolution of SRF [15]. Thus, SRF,
although playing a pivotal role, is not the sole factor responsible
for the varied prognosis. Several factors such as age, systemic risk
factors, personal habits, etc., have been described to modulate the
severity of the disease [16]. The patients in our cohort overall had
a good mean visual acuity at the end of the follow-up (initial and
final mean BCVA was 20/40 Snellen). However, on sub-classifying
the eyes based on whether treatment was given or not, it was
seen that eyes that were observed in the first year, had a poorer
visual acuity at the end of follow-up than eyes that were treated. A
stable or improvement in vision was achieved in a significant
proportion of eyes (66.9%). Out of the 58 eyes that had a decrease
in vision, 24 eyes (41.4%) had more than/equal to 3 line loss of
vision. Even though this subset had a good mean baseline visual
acuity, the loss in vision in these eyes was due to CNV, recurrence,
persistence of fluid or RPE/outer retinal atrophy involving fovea.
Although there is only a small chance of this, the development of
moderate or severe vision loss is not uncommon in the disease.
Thus, evaluating baseline prognosticating factors is an important
strategy during follow-up. Several visual acuity parameters were
analysed against the baseline factors. In our study, an increased
age, higher duration of follow-up and observation (compared to
laser only) had a higher association with a drop in vision while a
better baseline visual acuity and persistence of fluid were
associated with lesser gain in visual acuity. Again, factors
associated with a mod-severe vision loss were persistence of
fluid, CNV formation and higher age at baseline.
Long-standing SRF, be it due to recurrence or persistence of

fluid, can cause irreversible damage to the photoreceptors [9] and
in spite of multiple therapeutic options, a significant proportion of
eyes suffer from multiple recurrences. Thus, identifying risk factors
of recurrence can aid in treatment planning and counselling. Yu

et al. suggested that male gender, older age and poor sleep
behaviour are associated with higher recurrence and thus require
earlier treatment [17]. History of previous treatment was found to
be an important factor associated with higher survival time (lower
risk) on univariate cox regression analysis. Therefore, treatment
appears to have a definite advantage over observation with
respect to time to relapse. This is also reflected to some extent in
the KM graph for recurrence. Figure 2 demonstrates a 10-year
cumulative recurrence rate of around 30% overall and a slight
advantage of treatment over observation (although the difference
was not statistically significant on log-rank test). The lowest rate of
recurrence was seen in the combination and PDT groups, whereas
a high recurrence was seen in the observation and laser group
(although the difference in the KM curve was not significant).
Considering the high percentage of chronic CSCR in our cohort,
conventional laser appears to be less effective in tackling the
diffuse choroidal leakage and RPE abnormalities. This was quite
different from that described by a previous study by Lai et al.,
where the authors reported a rate of 53% in untreated CSCR eyes
and 20% in eyes treated with PDT [18]. One possible explanation
could be the different baseline characteristics in both studies.
While almost 30% of eyes in our study had acute CSCR, this
differentiation was lacking in the study by Lai et al. PDT has
already been established as one of the most effective treatment
modalities in CSCR [19, 20]. By directly targeting the hyperperme-
able choroidal vessels, PDT causes vascular remodelling, choroidal
hypoperfusion and narrowing of choriocapillaris [21]. This
mechanism gives PDT a clear advantage over other treatment
options in terms of recurrence, either as a monotherapy or in
combination, as demonstrated from the results of our study. A
persistent CSCR can be as hazardous as a recurrence.
factors associated with a higher risk of persistence of fluid were
smoking and higher baseline RPE abnormalities. Smoking as a risk
factor of CSCR is well established [22]. By-products released into
the systemic circulation can lead to local vascular and
metabolic alterations that can lead to a multitude of ocular and
systemic diseases. Although the exact pathogenesis is still
debatable, chronic nicotine use has been described to cause
alterations in nitric oxide signalling of Ca2+ channels in vascular
structure [23], which could predispose to non-response/persis-
tence of fluid. Similarly, widespread RPE alterations could
potentially impede SRF reabsorption, thereby leading to a
persistence of the disease.
CNV, although rare in CSCR, was also found to be associated

with the persistence of fluid. The incidence of CNV in chronic CSCR
has been described to be around 9–45%, detected by multimodal
imaging [24–27]. While its presence is often obscured by
background RPE hyperfluorescence on FFA, OCTA provides
excellent delineation of the vascular network. Its detection is of
significant value considering the fact that response to treatment is
usually variable [28–30]. Some of the most important associations
of detection of CNV in our study were found to be chronic CSCR,
higher age, smoking, sleep/psychological disturbance, presence of
IRF and presence of DLS (only age and smoking were significant in
multivariate analysis). Patients with CNV had a slightly higher age
at baseline than those that did not have CNV. While there was an
overlap of this age range with those that we see in age-related
macular degeneration (AMD), exclusion of AMD related CNV was
based on various multimodal imaging findings such as the
presence of pachychoroid (with or without pachyvessel), RPE
alterations, that we commonly seen in CSCR. One of the important
characteristics was the presence of IRF. Also described as posterior
cystoid macular degeneration, the presence of these cysts has
usually been described to respond poorly to treatment and be
associated with a poor visual outcome [31, 32]. Iida et al.
suggested that it forms secondary to chronic detachment of
neurosensory retina and ischaemic insult to the outer retina [32]. A
recent publication on OCTA-based analysis also demonstrated a
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higher prevalence of CNV network in these eyes than that
described in other forms of CSCR [26]. Whether these cysts are a
result of direct exudation into the intra-retinal compartment from
the CNV network, or just a coincidental finding in eyes with outer
retinal ischaemia, is still unknown. The presence of CNV was also
associated with the persistence of SRF in our study, which if
missed may cause undue delay in adequate treatment. Thus, care
should be taken to look for these networks in cases of non-
responding or persistent SRF. Nine eyes (6.9%) in our cohort had a
choroidal neovascular membrane at baseline, while 24 (13.7%)
developed de novo CNV during follow-up. KM curve demon-
strated a 10-year cumulative rate of around 25%. The model also
predicted that as many as 70% of eyes would not develop a CNV
at the end of 20 years. This could suggest that most of the cases of
CNV that appear de novo do so in the first ten years of
presentation. This information could aid in monitoring and
treatment planning. However, we understand that advanced
imaging techniques have contributed to the early detection of
CNV, particularly in association with CSCR.
One of the most commonly encountered OCT findings at the

level of RPE is the DLS. Some authors suggest that these DLS may
harbour a CNV network and thus should undergo a thorough
clinical evaluation [33, 34]. While 46 eyes (26.3%) had a DLS in our
study, only 9 of them had a CNV network at baseline. The content
of DLS may be hyper-reflective or hypo-reflective. Although the
most common form of DLS seen in CSCR is a uniformly hypo-
reflective DLS, a hyper-reflective DLS could suggest an underlying
CNV network like that seen in PNV and PCV (Fig. 3) [33, 35].
However, it is still unknown whether the hypo-reflective DLS
represents an early form of CNV or the both develop indepen-
dently. A significant association between the presence of DLS at
baseline and development of de novo CNV (univariate analysis) on
follow-up in our study gave us an indication of a possible
temporality of these two variations.
The current study had its own share of limitations of being a

retrospective study that resulted in difficulty in assessing temporal
associations in a lot of variables. Second, outcome analysis based
on ethnicity was not performed. As a majority of patients in the
study were Caucasians, a sub-group analysis based on ethnicity
would not have made any impact on the overall outcome. Third,
due to the multicentric nature of the study, choice of imaging and
management differed between the centres, which could have

resulted in misclassification bias. Also, the sub-division of cases at
baseline into acute and chronic CSCR was based on the self-
reported duration of symptoms, and thus could have resulted in
inaccuracies in baseline characteristics. Lastly, evolving imaging
techniques in the last decade must have also influenced the
various parameters, thus influencing the treatment strategies
and outcome. Nonetheless, this study is one of the largest,
multicentric data, utilising both functional and imaging-based
characteristics to monitor changes in eyes with CSCR during long-
term follow-up.
In conclusion, the study reports a non-temporal relationship

between acute and chronic CSCR with several factors such as
history of previous treatment, smoking and baseline RPE
abnormality playing an important role in recurrence or persistence
of SRF. Of note, was the association of CNV development with
increased age, smoking and number of recurrences. We also
advocate to carefully look for a CNV network in cases of persistent
fluid, IRF or a DLS. Considering the small percentage of eyes in
acute CSCR that developed significant RPE alterations and shift to
chronicity, regular and long follow-up should be considered in
acute CSCR even after resolution. Although this study tried to
cater to a lot of unanswered questions on the clinical course and
outcomes, larger, prospective, image-based studies would be
required in the future to decipher the true nature of this enigmatic
disease.

Summary
What was known before

● Central serous chorioretinopathy can present in acute or
chronic forms. Although usually self-limiting, the course of the
disease can get complicated by multiple recurrences and
CNVM formation.

What this study adds

● A non-temporal relationship between acute and chronic CSCR
was seen. History of previous treatment, smoking, and
baseline RPE abnormality play an important role in the
recurrence of SRF or CNVM formation.

Fig. 3 Types of double-layer sign. A Optical coherence tomography (OCT) of an eye with a double-layer sign with hyper-reflective content
(arrow) and OCT angiography of the same eye showing a vascular network (asterisk) on the outer retinal slab. B Example of an eye with hypo-
reflective DLS (arrowhead) on OCT and no detectable network on OCT angiography.
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